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Our annual planned drive was put back a week this year to allow for those who were taking part in the Black Forest Event. Even so
it still seemed a remarkably short time to get our heads round what still needed to be sorted. As always we had planned to have it all
ready in advance but like all good plans it just never seemed to happen. I think both the Astles and ourselves were still spinning
from the travelling – in our case over 1400 miles in 18 days and several countries. Why should an extra 45 miles on our planned
drive just seem a bridge too far.
The venue for this year – The Griffin Inn, Swithland – was
ideal. A separate building called The Stables is attached to the
Griffin with its own entrance and dedicated parking at the end
of the garden and is extremely popular for parties and events.
The food had been sampled by the organisers on several
occasions so we hoped everyone would approve. Even the
weather co-operated so everyone could take advantage of the
garden tables or mingle around the cars and of course it made
for some great photo opportunities. Besides our 'regulars' we
always seem to attract some new entrants which is
encouraging and although they always look slightly
overwhelmed when handed a route book, everyone seems
keen to give it ago. The usual photo quiz is included (which
isn't compulsory) and, for a change, a quiz relating to pub
names on route.

Julie Bowker and Martin Cadman in their 100

The BN7 of Roy and Wendy Woodwood on route
Peter and Jackie Raby’s nice Mk4 Sprite

After coffee everyone took to their cars and headed off to an
area, best described as High Leicestershire. People might be
quite familiar with the main roads but would never have any
reason to venture off into the smaller villages which are quiet
and unspoilt and several have histories dating back to Danish
times, pre-Domesday. I always try to include any interesting
bits of information in the route book – something to read over
your cocoa. Fortunately the weather stayed fine – a definite
advantage when passing by Sludge Hill Farm – and some of
the views across the fields and gated roads also needed the
weather to be at its best.

John and Jill Bowman in’ Eric’ their Mk1 Sprite

Mike Page waits for Peter Holland to open the gate

Sheila Allen and Tony
Walden receive Tony’s
‘I must listen to my
Navigator’ Prize

John and Janine Brooks
took 3rd place and the
‘Be careful what you wish
for’ award

It's always a worry sending 20 cars off and hoping that the route
is accurate, even though we had checked it 3 times. I always
have that feeling like waiting for all the bombers to return from
a raid – counting them all back in. I never quite relax until the
first couple return and say it was fine. Everyone seemed to
enjoy the route and several handed in their quiz sheets which
were rapidly marked before lunch. The food was excellent
(good research paid off again) and the round tables made it
easy for conversations to continue with the new members
getting a chance to mix with more 'experienced' hands.

Linda Kemp awards 2nd place to Peter and Jill Seaman

Discussing who will open the gate
Eventual winners Richard and Dianne Statham

The results turned out to be quite a surprise. Our regular
rd
winners, John and Janine Brooks, were beaten into 3 place.
Due to a last minute breakdown Janine was driving the MX5
and John was doing the picture spotting – not up to Janine's
standards obviously. They did however swap the usual trophy
for a very desirable prize which they had spotted in the charity
bookshop at Holt Station on the Hunstanton Weekend. If you
will say – however tongue in cheek – that the Selected
Speeches of Prince Phillip 1948-1955 must be riveting, then be
careful what you wish for – we have contacts everywhere!
Peter and Jill Seamen were probably quite relieved that they
hadn't made any similar pronouncements and were happy with
their bottle of wine as runners up and the winners of the Piston
Broke trophy were new entrants this year – Richard and
Diannne Statham. Tony Walden and Sheila Allen also took
home a bottle, awarded to Tony as the 'I must listen to my
Navigator' prize.

Winners: Richard and Dianne Statham

Jackie and Clive Brocklehurst in their Frogeye
with their ‘Secret’ navigation equipment

Hopefully there will be another run next year, or something
similar but it is getting harder to find areas that are safe to drive
in at a leisurely pace not to mention the fact that the Kemps
may get arrested for loitering with a camera around people's
houses and making an appearance on several CCTV cameras.

